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GOVLEARN EDUCATION® 2022 - INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

INTRODUCTION
A few weeks ago, I started a new GOVLEARN series on the Cabinet. While very
important, after witnessing the tragedies in Ukraine and around the world, I
decided to take a step back and think about what GOVLEARN should focus on,
and what young people should be learning about. I think it is important not just
to think about the United States, but to have a global perspective, especially
from a young age, which is why GOVLEARN will now focus on presentations
speci ically pertaining to international relations and understanding the world
as a whole better. I believe the best way to begin is by discussing di erent
forms of government around the world, which is exactly what I’ll do in this
presentation. So, without further ado, welcome to the next stage of GOVLEARN
Education.
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- Luke Gialanella, Founder & Director of GOVLEARN Education

DIRECT DEMOCRACY
- A form of government in which voters
decide directly which policy initiatives to
enact.
- No representatives or congresspeople
to serve as proxies, simply direct voting
on legislation.
- Described as the most “pure” form of
democracy.
- Uncommon due to it’s failure in larger
countries or regions.
EXAMPLES:
- Switzerland (local levels)

An assembly in Glarus, Switzerland in 2006

REPRESENTATIVE DEMOCRACY
- Citizens vote for representatives, who then
craft and vote on legislation.
- A more indirect and bureaucratic form of
direct democracy.
- More e ective in larger nations.
- One of the most common forms of
government today.
EXAMPLES:
- United States
- Canada
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- United Kingdom

Meeting of the United Kingdom House of Commons

MONARCHY
- Country is governed by a monarch.
- Succession is hereditary in most monarchies
(when the monarch dies, their irstborn child
tends to ascend to the throne if they have one).
- Monarchs can take many di erent titles (king/
queen, emperor/empress, raja, khan, tsar/czar,
sultan, shah, pharaoh).
- Monarchies have become more rare in recent
decades, though still exist in some countries.
- Monarchies with complete power given to the
monarch are known as “absolute monarchies”.
EXAMPLES OF ABSOLUTE MONARCHIES:
- Saudi Arabia
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- Oman

Buckingham Palace (London, UK)
Residence for Queen Elizabeth II

OLIGARCHY
- A government or country controlled by a small group
of people.
- These people could be a royal family, wealthy, have
control of the military, or simply have connections to
powerful individuals.
- Oligarchy tends to be used as an umbrella term for
many forms of government with similar attributes.

TYPES OF OLIGARCHIES
• Aristocracy - governance by the ruling class
• Plutocracy - governance by the wealthy
• Stratocracy - governance by the military
• Timocracy - governance by property owners
• Meritocracy - governance by “experts”
• Geniocracy - governance by “intelligent” individuals
• Noocracy - governance by the “wise”
• Theocracy - governance by religious leaders
• Kritarchy - governance by judges and law enforcement
• Particracy - governance solely by the leading political party

TOTALITARIANISM
- Often referred to as dictatorship or
autocracy, a totalitarian system is
governed by one individual with absolute
power.
- As opposed to monarchies, dictatorships
are ruled by a government o icial who
either took power through o icial or
uno icial means (an election vs. a coup).
EXAMPLES:
- People’s Republic of China
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- North Korea

North Korea’s Kim Il Sung Square.
Intense patriotism and nationalism is often a characteristic
of totalitarian countries.

THANK YOU!
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Please support GOVLEARN Education by signing our petition, which you can ind here.

